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1. INTRO~IUCTION 
Let G be a finite subgroup of GL,(@) acting naturally on an affine space 
C” of dimension n over the complex number field @ and denote by V/G 
the quotient variety of C” under this action of G. An element c of GL,(@) 
is said to be a pseudo-reflection if the rank of r~ - 1 is equal to one and G is 
said to be a reflection group if G is generated by pseudo-reflections. Finite 
reflection groups were classified by Coxeter, Shephard and Todd [8, 261 
and are characterized by 
THEOREM 1.1 (Chevalley [6, 51). V/G is an affine space ouer @ if and 
only if G is a reflection group. 
On the other hand Hochster and Eagon pointed out in [IS] that V/G is 
always a Macaulay variety, and moreover 
THEOREM 1.2 (Watanabe [30, 3 11). Suppose that G does not contain a 
pseudo-reflection. Then @“/G is a Gorenstein variety if and only if G is con- 
tained in SL, (C). 
In case of n = 2, it is well known that, for all finite unimodular subgroups 
G, @‘/G are hypersurface [21, 171, and the isolated singularities on these 
quotient hypersurfaces are rational double points which were studied by 
Artin [ 11. As a continuation of [24], the purpose of this paper is to deter- 
mine G completely such that V/G is a hypersurface when n > 10. Since the 
subgroup N generated by all pseudo-reflections in G is a normal subgroup 
of G and V/G is obtained as the quotient variety of @“/N z @” by G/N, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that G is a subgroup of SL,(@) 
and (C”)” = 0. Our main result is 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that n > 10 and G is a finite subgroup of SL,(@) 
with (C”)’ = 0. Then @“/G is a hypersurface if and only if G = G n SL, (C) 
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for some finite reflection subgroup G of CL,(C) in which all orders of 
pseudo-reflections are equal to the index [G: G] (such a group G is listed 
in Remark 4.8, and see Section 2, for the definition of orders of pseudo- 
reflections). 
In the previous paper [24] we have shown that the “if’ part of 
Theorem 1.3 is always true without the assumption “n > 10,” but recently 
Rotillon has given an example of a finite primitive irreducible subgroup G 
of SL,(@) such that C3/G is a hypersurface and G is not contained in a 
finite reflection subgroup of CL,(C) (cf. l-251). If G is reducible, 
Theorem 1.3 holds for all n > 1, hence, in future, the invariants of certain 
finite irreducible primitive unimodular linear groups of dimension 5 10 
(e.g., [lo]) should b e computed (we must study the Hilbert series of rings 
of invariants of some simple groups of big orders). 
The main theorem is consisting of three parts which are Propositions 3.1, 
4.2, and 4.6, and its proof shall be completed at the end of Section 4. 
It should be noted that Stanley’s conjecture [29,25] and results on 
relative invariants [28] suggested Theorem 1.3 which shows Stanley’s con- 
jecture is afhrmative in the case where n > 10, (C”)‘= 0 and C”/G is a 
hypersurface. 
The following result of Kac and Watanabe [20] is fundamental in this 
paper (they obtained in [20] further results): 
THEOREM 1.4. (Kac-Watanabe [20]). If V/G is a complete intersec- 
tion, then G is generated by the set {a E G: rank of (a - 1) is at most two}. 
Thanks to this theorem, we can use the classification of some finite linear 
groups which was obtained by Blichfeldt, Huffman and Wales 
[4, 16, 18, 19, 321. In Section 1, a version (cf. Proposition 2.1) of Grothen- 
dieck’s purity on complete intersections [ 14, Exp. X], which gives a local 
version (cf. Corollary 2.2) and a different proof of Theorem 1.4 (from 
[20]), is shown. 
We shall study finite linear groups G such that V/G are complete inter- 
sections in the forthcoming paper of the author [34]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with 
unit. For a ring R, let 9(R) be the total quotient ring of R, U(R) the group 
of all units in R, dim R the Krull dimension of R, ht(a) the height of an 
ideal a of R and RX the ideal of R generated by a subset X of R. When R is 
a noetherian local ring with a maximal ideal m, let X(R) be the residue 
class field of R, emdim R the embedding dimension of R (i.e., 
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dim K(R)m/m2) and &i(R) the dimension over x(R) of the first homology 
groups of Koszul complex defined by a minimal generating set of m as an 
ideal. Then, a local ring R is said to be a complete intersection (resp. a 
hypersurface), if it is noetherian and e1 (R) = emdim R -dim R (resp. it is a 
Macaulay ring and emdim R s dim R + 1). Clearly a complete intersection 
which is a homomorphic image of a regular local ring A is isomorhic to 
A/a where a is generated by an A-sequence. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a normal local domain which is a complete 
intersection and let B be a normal domain such that there is a finite 
monomorphism f: A --t B (i.e., B is regarded as a finitely generated A-module 
via f). Suppose that, for each prime ideal p of B with ht(p)s 2, the local 
homomorphism A, n A --f B, induced from f is &tale. Then f is &ale. 
ProoJ: Assume that the assertion is false. Let q be a prime ideal of B at 
which f is not &ale (i.e., A, n A + B, is not Ctale) such that, for any prime 
ideal q’ of B with ht(q’) < ht(q), f is &ale at q’. Put X= Spec A, nA, 
Y=Spec(A,,, CiOA B), x’=X-- {A,,,q nA} and Y’=Y-{mm is a 
maximal ideal of A q n A @Ja B}. Then the homomorphism f induces the Ctale 
covering Y --f x’ of x’. Since A 9 n A is a complete intersection (cf. [2]), the 
A, nAq n A-adic completion A, n A of A, nA is a complete intersection in 
the sense of [ 141 and Spec A, nA is pure [ 14, Exp. X, Theo&me 3.4 3. The 
assumption implies that depth A, nA = dim A, nA > 2. By [ 14, Exp. X, 
Corollaire 3.81 X is also pure and hence we have an Ctale covering 2 +X 
such that 2x,X’ z Y’ as schemes over X’. Because 2 is normal [ 13, 
Exp. I, Theoreme 9.51, it is a disjoint union of integral subschemes and we 
conclude that Z is normal and integral. Furthermore we can identify the 
function fields of Z xx X’, Z and Y’ with 9(B). Since Z --f X is a finite 
morphism and X is afline, Z is also affine, and the ring T(Z, LO,) of regular 
functions on Z can be regarded as the integral closure of A, nA in the 
function field of Y. Consequently we see that A, n A @A B = r(Z, 0,) and 
the induced homomorphism A, n A * B, is kale, which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let R be a normal local domain and G a finite subgroup 
of Aut R. Denote by N the kernel of the natural homomorphism 
G + Aut(x(R)). If RG is a complete intersection, ?hen N is generated by the 
set X= {o E N: there is a prime ideal p of R with ht(p) 5 2 such that 
o(x)-xEp for allxER}. 
Proof: Since N is the inertia group of the maximal ideal of R under the 
action of G, RN is &tale over RG and RN is a complete intersection [2]. Let 
N’ be the subgroup of N generated by the set X. RN’ is the integral closure 
of RN in 9(RN’) which is separable over 9(RN), and thus the inclusion 
RN+RN is a finite homomorphism. Let q be any prime ideal of RN’ with 
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ht(q) 5 2 and choose a prime ideal p of R lying over q. Because ht(p) = 
ht(q) s 2, the inertia group of p under the action of N is contained in N 
and therefore (Rw),nR~ = (RN), is etale over (RN), nR~ [13, Exp. V, 
Proposition 2.21. By (2.1) RN is ttale over RN. On the other hand, since 
N/N’ acts trivially on X(RN’), X(RN’) is purely inseparable over X(RN) 
[22, Theorem 41.21. Hence X(R”“) = X(RN) and, using Nakayama’s 
lemma, we must have RN’ = RN, which implies N’ = N. 
An algebra R is defined to be N”-graded if R is regarded as a graded 
algebra with a graduation graded by the additive monoid N” in the natural 
way where m is a natural number and N is the additive monoid of all non- 
negative integers (e.g., [27]) and in this case, for i = (ir,..., i,,,)~ f+J”, RCi, 
stands For the ith graded part of R. Iffis an element of R(,,, f is said to be 
N”-graded and the N”-degree (resp. jth degree (1 5 j 5 m), total degree) off 
is defined to be i = (i, ,..., i,) (resp. i,, c,?!, ij) which is denoted by 
deg(“)(f) (rev. degj(f), de(f)). Th e similar notation and terminology are 
used for h”-graded modules (Z is the additive group of all integers) over 
N”-graded algebras. We say that an F+J”‘-graded algebra R is defined over a 
field K if R(,, = K and R is finitely generated over K as an algebra, and, for 
simplicity, use “graded,” “degree,” and “deg(f),” respectively, instead of 
“N-graded,” “N-degree,” and “deg(“(f).” If A and B are graded algebras 
defined over a field K, A OK B is usually regarded as an N*-graded algebra 
with the graduation (A(,,@, BCj,: (i, j) E N2}. A graded algebra R defined 
over a field K is said to be a complete intersection, if there is a noetherian 
graded polynomial algebra S over K such that R g S/a as graded 
K-algebras, where a is a graded ideal of S generated by an S-sequence 
consisting of graded elements, and it is well known that R is a complete 
intersection (resp. a hypersurface) if and only if the local ring of R at its 
graded maximal ideal is a complete intersection (resp. a hypersurface). 
For a finite dimensional vector space V over a field K, let V* be the dual 
space of V, let Sym’( V) be the ith symmetric power of V and let 
SwW= OiEN Sym’( V) be the symmetric algebra of V which is naturally 
regarded as a graded algebra defined over K. The rank of a matrix cr in 
M,(K) is denoted by rk(a). An element 0 of GL( V) is said to be special if 
rk(o - 1) = 2 and moreover a special element (T is said to be m-special if the 
order of CJ is equal to m. 
Recently Kac and Watanabe obtained the following fundamental 
theorem which had been conjectured by Watanabe. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Kac-Watanabe [20]). Let V be a finite dimensional vector 
space over afield K and G a finite subgroup of GL( V). If Sym( V)’ is a com- 
plete intersection, then G is generated by pseudo-reflections and special 
elements in G. 
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ProoJ Since Sym( V)” is a graded subalgebra of Sym( V) defined over 
K, the assertion immediately follows from Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 2.4. Let R be a finite dimensional polynomial ring over a field 
K and G a finite subgroup of AutKwalg(R). If RG is a locally complete inter- 
section (i.e., a local ring of RG at any prime ideal of RG is a complete inter- 
section), then G = NH where N is the subgroup of G generated by the set 
{c E G: there is a prime ideal p of R with ht(p) 5 2 such that a(x) -x E p 
for all x E R} and H is a minimal normal subgroup of G satisfying 
IGIHI E WO 
Using (2.1) and the result of [3], we can show this by the same method 
as in the proof of [23, Proposition 2.131. 
When a group G acts on a set X, for an element XEX, G, stands for the 
stabilizer of G at x and furthermore, for a subset S of X, G, stands for the 
stabilizer of G at S (i.e., G,= nxsS G,). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over afield K, G 
a finite subgroup of GL( V), p any prime ideal of Sym( V) and H the inertia 
group of p under the natural action of G on Sym( V). Zf Sym( V)” is a com- 
plete intersection (resp. a hypersurface), then Sym( V)H is also a complete 
intersection (resp. a hypersurface). 
Proof To prove this we may assume that K is algebraically closed [27, 
Lemma 1.11 and that p is generated by p A V as an ideal of Sym( V), since 
the inertia group of Sym( V)(p n V) under the action of G is equal to H. 
Clearly there are functions fi (15 i 5 m) of V* such that fly= i Gfi = H (G 
acts naturally on V*). Therefore we see that H is the decomposition group 
of a maximal ideal m under the action of G on Sym( V), because G is finite 
and K is infinite. The canonical local homomorphism (Sym( V)‘), ,-, symC Vj~ 
+ Wm( V)“) m nSym(Yj~ is Ctale, and hence (Sym( V)“), nSymCVj~ is a com- 
plete intersection (resp. a hypersurface) if Sym( V)’ is a complete intersec- 
tion (resp. a hypersurface). Let (X, ,..., X,,) be a K-basis of V and choose 
elements ai (1 s i 5 n) from K which satisfy m = C;= i Sym( V)(Xi - ai). Put 
Yi = Xi- ai (15 i 5 n), and we define another graduation of Sym( V), 
regarding Yi as a graded element with deg( Yi) = 1 (15 i 5 n). Then H 
preserves the new graduation of Sym(V) and so Sym( V)” is a graded 
algebra with the graded maximal ideal m n Sym(V)“. Consequently 
Sym( V)n is also a complete intersection (resp. a hypersurface) if Sym( V)’ 
is a complete intersection (resp. a hypersurface). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Under the circumstances of (2.5), if Sym( V)’ is a com- 
plete intersection (resp. a hypersurface), then Sym( V)” is a complete inter- 
section (resp. a hypersurface) for any f  E V* and, especially in case of 
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IGI E UK), Sym( VI”‘: is a complete intersection (resp. a hypersurface) for 
any x E V where G/ and G, are stabilizers of G at f and x, respectively. 
Proof: We need only to show the second assertion and so assume that 
IG( E U(K). Then there is a KG,-submodule W of V such that V/r W@ VG” 
as KG,-modules. Let H be the inertia group of Sym( V) W under the action 
of G. Clearly Vr W@ IV’ as KH-modules where 
and, since wC>=O, G,sHanda(y)=ymod Wfory~Vand ~EH, we 
must have, W’ = VGY, which implies G, = H. Thus the assertion follows 
from Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be an N2-graded domain defined over a field K and 
put 4,,0, = @is N ho,, Ro.*, = 01, N R,, ,,,. If dim Rt,,o, + dim R,,,.,) = 
dim R and R is a hypersurface, then R = K[R,,,,, u R,,,,] or 
R=KCR,,so,uR(o.*, ][h] for an N2-graded element h in R satisfying 
hQfRc*.o, and h$R,o.,,. In the latter case, R,,,o, and Ro+, are polynomial 
rings over K. 
Proof: If {f, : i E Z} is a generating set of R as a K-algebra consisting of 
N2-graded elements, we have R, *.o, = K[f : i E I, fi E Rl,,o,] and Roe,, = 
KCfi: iEL,fiERco,*, 1. Thus the assertion is evident. 
For a finitely generated Z”-graded module M over an NM-graded 
algebra R defined over a field K, the Hilbert series of type B” is defined to 
be 
in the formal Laurent series ring Z [A I ,..., A,j [%; I ,..., 1; ‘1 with variables 
2, ,..., A,. When R is a Gorenstein ring, the canonical module K, of R 
defined in [ 121 is isomorphic to R(u) for some II E N” in the category of 
Z”-graded R-modules. Here we define the twisted module R(u) of R by 
shifting the N”-graduation of R u places to the left, and denote by a,(R) 
this element u. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field K and 
G a finite subgroup of SL( V). Suppose that V E @y= 1 Vi as KG-modules for 
KG-submodules Vi ( 1 5 i 5 m) of V and regard Sym( V) as an N”-graded 
algebra by Sym(V)~Sym(V,)OKSym(V2)0,..’ @,Sym(V,). If 
char(K) = 0, then Sym( V)” is a Gorenstein N”-graded subalgebra of 
Sym( V) satisfying a,,, (Sym( V)G) = ( -dim V, ,..., -dim V,). 
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Proof Since Sym( V1)G@‘K.** OKSym( V,)” + Sym( V)” is a finite 
morphism, there are graded elements ftie Sym( Vi) (1 5 i 5 m; 1 sj 5 
dim Vi) such that Sym( V)G is a finitely generated N”-graded module over 
KC&: 1 g is m, 1 sjs dim Vi]. Putting S= Sym( V)G/Ci,j Sym( V)“fi,, we 
have 
H(Sym( V)“, 5) = 
WS, k) 
IJi,j (1 - 17) 
and 
where eii= deg(fU) (15 i 5 m; 15 j j dim Vi) and l/k denotes the sub- 
stitution of l/& for iii, 15 i 5 m. Because Sym( V)G is a Gorenstein ring 
[30], S is also a Gorenstein ring. It follows from the definition of the 
canonical module KS of s that H($ l/k) = H(Ks, 1L), and hence 
=(-1) dim VACX,PI ,..... X,%-%(S) H(s~~(v)G, -,I 
Consequently, by [ 12, Corollary 2.2.51, we get 
On the other hand, using Molien’s formula (e.g. [S, Chap. V, @I), one can 
easily show that 
Thus the assertion follows. 
For any finite dimensional vector space W over a field K and any finite 
subgroup N of GL( W) with (NI E U(K), we adopt the following notation 
and terminology: A subspace U of codimension one in W is said to be a 
reflecting hyperplane relative to N if WC”) = U for some c E N. Denote by 
W( W, N) the set consisting of all reflecting hyperplanes relative to N. The 
cardinalities I { 0 E N: WC”> 2 U}l (UE W( W, N)) are called orders of 
pseudo-reflections in N. For U E W( W, N), L,( W, N) is defined to be a fixed 
element of W such that W= U@KL,( W, N) and o(L,( W, N))E 
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KL,( W, N) if NEI IJ and WC“> 2 U. We put, for a linear character x of N, 
s,(W,N,~)=min{a~~:~(cr)=(deta)“foralla~Nwith W<“)~U} and 
f,(W,N)= n L,( W, N)Su(wN+ 
cJsW(W,N) 
Further Sym( W),” denotes the set (f~ Sym( W): o(f) = x(a)f for CJ E N} 
whose elements are known as x-invariants or invariants of N relative to x. 
PROPOSITION 2.9 (cf. [24]). Let V be a finite dimensional vector space 
defined over a field K and N a finite subgroup of GL( V). Suppose that 
N’ 2 N 2 [N’, N’] for some finite reflection subgroup N’ of GL( V) and 
IN’ E U(K) ([N’, N’] the commutator). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) Sym( V)” is a hypersurface. 
(2) There are a natural number c and a finite reflection subgroup m of 
N’ such that N = Ker x for some linear character x of 15 and 
I{mrn: V<“‘2 U}l =cl{aEN: v+>2 U}l 
for all UEW(V,~~) with l{a~N: V<“‘~U}I#I{~EN: V<“>zU)I. 
COROLLARY 2.10 (cf. [24]). Under the circumstances of (2.9), if N does 
not contain a pseudo-rejlection, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Sym( V)” is a hypersurface. 
(2) There is a finite reflection subgroup fi of GL( V) such that 
N = Nn SL( V) and the orders of pseudo-reflections in m are equal to 
[m:N]. Moreover if Sym( V)” is generated by an element as a Sym( V)“- 
algebra for a finite reflection subgroup R of N’ such that Ai 2 N, then fl= iii 
satisfies the above condition (2) and Sym( V)” = Sym( V)‘[ fdet ( V, N)] 
The last assertion of (2.10) has not been stated in [24], however, it 
follows immediately from the proof of [24, Theorem 4.11. 
3. REDUCIBLE GROUPS 
Hereafter V stands for an n-dimensional vector space over the complex 
number field @. 
In this section, we will examine Theorem 1.3 under the following 
circumstances: Let G be a finite subgroup of SL( V) and suppose that there 
are nontrivial CG-submodules Vi (1 s is m) of V (i.e., G acts on Vi 
nontrivially) with m 2 2 and dim Vi= ni which satisfy V = @y! 1 Vi as 
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@G-modules. Let pi: G + GL( Vi) be the representation of G afforded by the 
CG-submodule Vi, let Gi be (Q E GL( V): a( Vi) = Vj (1 gjs m), (rl ,,, = 1 V, 
(i#j), crlv,~pi(G)}, lsi5mm, and put c=G,x ... XC,. Since 
Sym(Y)rSym(V,)@,~~~ Oc Sym( V,), we regard Sym( V) as an 
N”-graded algebra defined over C in the natural way and Sym( V)’ is an 
N”-graded subalgebra of Sym( V). 
The purpose of this section is to show 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If Sym( V)’ is a hypersurface, then 
(i) G is a finite reflection group, 
and, (ii) th 
e orders of pseudo-repections in G are equal to the index [G: G] 
(iii) GnSL(V)=G. 
Assume Sym( V)” is a hypersurface. By Lemma 2.7 we can choose graded 
elements fi,. (1 sj 5 n,) from Sym( V,), 1 5 i 5 m, and an W-graded element 
h from Sym( V) which satisfy Sym( V)” = C[jij: 1 5 i I m, 15 j 5 ni] [h]. 
Then clearly Sym( Vi)’ = C[hi,...,f,,,] (1 5 i 5 m) and hence each pi(G) is 
a reflection subgroup of GL( Vi) (cf. [6]). Thanks to Corollary 2.10, we 
need only to show that G 2 [G, G] (i.e., h can be regarded as a relative 
invariant of G) and prepare several lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the assertion of Proposition 3.1 holds in case of 
m = 2. Then Proposition 3.1 holds for any m 2 2. 
Proof. To prove this we may assume that m = 3. It is easy to show that 
(P~~P~)(G)=(P~~P~)(G,)~(P,OP~)(G~), and hence Pi(G.,)=P;(G) 
(i= 1,2) (where G, is the stabilizer of G at the set Vi). Since Gs SL( V) 
and Sym( QGVj is a hypersurface (cf. Corollary 2.6), G, = (G, x G,) n 
SL( V). Similarly we have G, = (G, x G,) n SL( V), which implies 
G~(G,,G,)~(G,nSL(V))x(G,nSL(V))x(G,nSL(I/)). 
Thus G 2 [G, G]. Because Sym( I’)” is a simple extension of Sym( V)G as a 
ring, the assertion follows from the last statement of Corollary 2.10. 
Hereafter we assume m = 2. For proving Proposition 3.1 it suffices to 
show that one of the groups p,(G)/p, (GVZ), p,(G)/p,(G,,) is abelian, 
because G Vz x G “I = (G “*, G “I ) is normal in G and 
(observe G, agrees with the kernel of the representation pi). By [28, 
Theorem 3.11 we see that fdet ( V, G) E Sym( V)‘, Sym( Vi)$tG) = 
607/65/l -4 
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SW ~i)P~‘G)fdef ( K Gj) and fdec( V, G) can be regarded as the product 
fder ( V, G, )f+, ( V, G,) of relative invariants. These facts are fundamental in 
the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Let S be an (n + 1 )-dimensional N2-graded polynomial algebra 
CCT,,,..., T I,,, , Tz,,..., T2n2, T,] with N2-graded elements T,, T, such that 
deg”‘( T,j) = deg’2’(f,), degc2’( T,) = degc2’(h), let cp: S + Sym( V)” be an 
N2-graded C-algebra epimorphism defined by cp( T,) =fi,, cp( T,,) = h and let 
F(T) be the minimal polynomial of h over the field d(Sym( Y)“) = 
2(Sym( V))’ where T is an indeterminate. Since h is integral over the 
normal domain Sym( V)“, F(T) belongs to Sym( V)“[ T] (in fact, all 
coefficients of F(T) are integral over Sym(V)“). The map cp induces a 
C-algebra isomorphism Cp: C[T,, ,..., T,,,, Tzl ,..., T2,,a][ T,,] -+ @[fI ,,..., f,,,, 
.f2, ,...,f2,,,1CT1 satisfying 
@I c rTII . . rln,. rzI 72?nZ~ = CPI c ~7 ,,,.... 7 ,“,, 7> ,... , 72n2j 
and (p( T,) = T. Then (p ~ ‘(F( T)) is N’-graded in S. 
LEMMA 3.3. The following equalit}] holds; 
(-?I,, -n,) = deg”‘(@ ‘(F(T))) - t i degc2’(fti) - deg”‘(h). 
r=l ,=I 
Proqf: Ker(cp) = SW, for an N’-graded element MI, in S, because Ker(cp) 
is an N’-graded prime divisorial ideal of the unique factorization domain S. 
Let \t’? be an element of S satisfying (p - ‘(F(T)) = w, w2. Then 
F(T) = @(MB,) (P(M)?) and each @(w,) may be regarded as a manic 
polynomial with respect to T. Recalling that f,, ,..., f,,, ,f21 ,..., fin, are 
algebraically independent over @ and F(T) is the minimal polynomial of h 
over C(.f,, ,..., f ,,,,, Ji, ,..., fznz), we see that C~(W~) = 1, which implies the 
sequence 
O-+S@~~‘(F(T))-+S~ Sym(V)“+O 
is exact. Thus the above assertion follows immediately from [12, 
Corollary 2.2.51 and Lemma 2.8. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that n, =n2 = 2 and p, (i= 1, 2) are irreducible 
imprimitive. Then G 2 [G, G]. 
Proof. Since p,(G) is an irreducible imprimitive group generated by 
pseudo-reflections in GL( Vi), for each i there is a @-basis {Xi,, Xiz) of V, 
on which p,(G) is represented as a monomial group G(pi, q,, 2) (for the 
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definition of this group, see [7,26]) where pi, qi are natural numbers with 
qi(pi, pi > 1, (pi9 qi) # (Z2). Clearly we may suppose 
Tryi ) ifq,f~, 
ifq,=p,, 
fi, = X$‘i -t X:5 and fi2 = (Xi1 Xi2)J’z’Y~, i= 1,2 (e.g., [7, Sect. 23). For some 
u E N with 0 < u < [G: G], let us choose N2-graded elements gi (0 5 is u) 
from Sym( V)” which satisfy g, # 0, degc2)( gih’) = degf2)(f,,, ( v, G)) and 
.fde,(K a = f g;h’. 
i=O 
We put ui= degi(h) and first assume qi=pi, i= 1, 2. Let 
u’- 1 
FyT)=T’$- 1 CT’ 
i=O 
be the minimal polynomial of h over 2(Sym( V)cn xc “I) where u’ E N, 
cEE(Sym( V)GnSL(“‘) and T is an indeterminate. By the normality of 
Sym( V)cr\sL(y), F’(T) E Sym( V)i;nSL(Y)[ T] and each F: is an N2-graded 
element of Sym( V) with degt2’(FJh’) =deg’2’(h”‘). Since all orders of 
pseudo-reflections in G are equal to two, it follows from Corollary 2.10 
that Sym( V)GnsL(V) = S ym( V)“[f,,,( V, G)]. Clearly Z?(Sym( V)“) = 
2@ym( V GnSL(Y))(h) and hence one of Fi (05 i< u’) does not belong to 
Sym( V)“. Using the equality Sym( V)GnSL(V) = Sym( V)“[f,,,( V, G)], for 
some 0 s i, < u’ we have 
deg(h”‘) 2 deg(CJ 2 deg(fd,,( V, @I 2 deg(W, 
which shows 
F’(T)= i gig,‘p-fdec(V, G)g,’ 
1=0 
in $(Sym(V)‘nSL(Y’)[T]. On the other hand F’(T)ES~~(V)“~~~(“)[T], 
and f& ( K G) g; ’ E Sym( V$e,. Then it follows from Sym( V),“,, = 
Sym( V)‘:fd,,( V, e) that g, E U(C). Because fdet( V, G)’ E Sym( V)G, 
deg(“(cp -‘(F(T))) = 2 degc2’(h”) = 2 deg’*‘(f,,, ( V, G)) 
and, by Lemma 3.3, 
(-2, -2)=(2p,, 2P*)-(PI, O)-(@P,)-(2,0)-(0,2)-(VI, Q). 
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Consequently, in the case where qi =pi, i= 1,2, Sym( V)GnSL(Y)= Sym( V)” 
and the assertion follows. 
We now assume q, # p, (and q2 is arbitrary). For some index set J let us 
choose distinct monomials IV, of indeterminates X,, , X,, and nonzero 
graded elements h, from Sym( V*),~E J which satisfy deg(M,) = deg, (h) and 
h= c M,hi 
ICJ 
Then, exchanging h (recall Sym(V)‘=@[f,,,f,,,f,,,f,,, h]), we may sup- 
pose that G acts transitively on {@M,:~EJ}, and so JJJ 5 2. Since 
fde,(K G,)=X,,X,2(%‘-Xf’i), p122, PI/q,22 and 
f&t (K G) = t gih’, 
i=o 
h = X, , X;i- ’ h, + %I,- i X,> h2 for some nonzero graded elements h, , h, in 
Sym( V2). If u, = 2, h = X,, Xi2 (h, + h2), and h is a relative invariant of G 
(observe X,, Xl1 is a relative invariant of G). Let us assume u, > 2. 
Then de, WI,)> de, (f&(K cl), which shows g, E ~)cfi2,f2,,f2J, i>O. 
Recalling that fiZ is divisible by e,, we see g, #O and g, E Sym( Vz). 
Moreover it follows from deg, (g,h”) = deg, (g, h) = deg, (h) that u = 1. If 
G3o, 
4het ( K cl) = @t(a) hg, + det(a) go 
=O)g, +go, 
and therefore h E Sym( V)i:nSL”“), which proves the assertion. Finally we 
treat this lemma in case of ui = 1. Suppose p, /q, > 2. Clearlyf,,,2 ( I’, G) can 
be regarded as the product 
When deg,Uh(K G))=4<min{deg(fl,L deg(f,dl, by fdet2(K G)E 
a=Cf,,J”iz, fx>fiz, hl, f&(C G) d’ is ivisible by h4 in Sym( V)“, and for a 
graded element MJE C[f2,,fJ, (X,,X,,)‘f&2( V, G2)=h4w, which 
conflicts with the s(Sym( I’,))-linear independence of X;‘, , X:, Xi*, q, X$, 
Xl,-%, X;z. So G, is isomorphic to G(4, 1, 2) or G(3, 1, 2). If 
G, z G(4, 1, 2), there are graded elements MI,, w2 in @[f?,, fiZ] such that 
(x,,x,d2f+ut2(K Gd=h4W, +.fi,w,, and, observing u’, # 0, we get a 
contradiction which is similar to the above one. Assume G, 2 G(3, 1, 2). 
Then (X,, X,2)2fde12 (V, G,) = h4z, +fi, hz, for graded elements zi, z2 E 
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@[f2r,f2J. Substituting X,,h, +X& (resp. XT, + Xi,) for h (resp.f,,) in 
this identity, we obtain the following identities; 
X;,(h:z,+h,z,)=O, 
X;,X,,(4h;h,z, + h,z,) =o. 
Clearly it follows that -h,z, = 4h:hzz, = -4h2z2, and we have z2 = 0, i.e., 
V-,,L)*f,dK W=h4+ But this identity has already been examined. 
So we must have p,/ql = 2. By Lemma 3.3, 
t-2, -2)=deg(*)(~-‘(~(T)))-(p,,O)-(O,p,) 
-(4,0)-(0, P*h*)-(1, u,), 
and hence, using 
deg,(F’(F(T))) = C=WQm(VG): %%m(V’)l deg, WI, 
we see [G: G] = pI + 3. However, because G, ( r G(p, , ql, 2)) contains a 
pseudo-reflection of order two, [G: G] is divisible by 2 in Z, i.e., 
Osp, + 3 z 3 mod 2, which is a contradiction. Thus the proof of this 
lemma is completed. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that dim Vi5 2, i= 1,2. Then G 2 [G, G]. 
Proof: The assertion is evident in case of dim V, = 1 or dim V, = 1, 
and, by (3.2) and (3.4), we may assume that dim Vi = 2, p, (i = 1, 2) are 
irreducible and p1 is primitive. Clearly it suffices to show 
pr(G,,) 2 [pI (G), p,(G)]. Since the degree on T of F(T) is equal to the 
index [G: G], the equality in Lemma 3.3 is expressed as 
([G: G] - 1) degc2’(h) = 1 deg’*‘(fij) - (2, 2). 
i=l,Z 
j= 1.2 
First, we suppose that G, is reducible on V,. Then, by Clifford’s theorem 
(e.g., [9, Sect. 49]), G, = 1 or G,, = ( - 1) (because G 5 SL( V)), and 
therefore ~,=,,, deg, (fij)-2 is divisible in N by IpI( - 1 or by 
2-‘Jp, (G)I - 1. The degrees (of basic homogeneous invariants) and orders 
of all finite primitive irreducible reflection groups are determined in 
[S, 7, 261. Then, using the equality Sym( V,)P1(G) = @[fil,fi2] and their 
results, one can show that there is no 2-dimensional finite primitive 
irreducible reflection group p, (G) which satisfies the above condition (cf. 
Table I). Thus G, is irreducible on V,. Further we suppose that G,,, is 
imprimitive on I/, . Since p1 (G y2) is irreducible monomial in SL( VI), there 
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TABLE I 
Shephard-Todd deg, Vi,) + 
numberofp,(G) IPI (c)I - 1 2-l b,(G)1 - 1 8-l Ip,(G)I - 1 deg, Vi21 - 2 
4 23 I1 2 8 
5 71 35 8 16 
6 41 23 5 14 
7 143 71 17 22 
8 95 47 11 18 
9 191 95 23 30 
10 287 143 35 34 
I1 515 287 71 46 
12 41 23 5 12 
13 95 47 11 18 
14 143 71 17 28 
15 287 143 35 34 
16 599 299 74 48 
17 1199 599 149 78 
18 1799 899 224 88 
19 3599 1799 449 118 
20 359 179 44 40 
21 719 359 89 70 
22 239 119 29 30 
is a C-basis {A’, , A’,) of V, on which p, (G,,,) is represented as a monomial 
matrix group containing 
0 -1 ( > 1 0’ 
Denoting by p the order of 
we must have p, (G VZ) = G(p, p/2, 2) n SL( V,) where G(p, p/2, 2) defined in 
1261 is a monomial group on V, with the system {CX,, @X,} of 
imprimitivity (note that p is even and PZ2). Then 
Sym(V,jG”z=@[XP+X;, (Xl X2)‘, Xl x2 f x:’ - XC)1 and hence 
C[Xp + A’$, (X,X2)2] is a G/GV,-stable subalgebra of Sym( V1)GYZ. Because 
C[Xf +X$‘, (A’, X,)*1 = Sym( V,)G(P~P’2,2), p1 (G) normalizes G(p, p/2, 2) in 
GL( V,). This implies that p,(G) is a monomial group [7, Lemma 2.71, 
which conflicts with the primitivity of p, (G). Thus G,,Z is irreducible 
primitive. We can choose a finite primitive irreducible reflection subgroup 
H of GL( VI) such that H n SL( V,) = p, (G VZ) (e.g., [ 17, 24, 29)) and 
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orders of pseudo-reflections in H are equal to [H: p, (G,J] (cf. (2.10)). 
Assume that Shephard-Todd number of H is 4 (see [26]). The orders of 
pseudo-reflections in H are equal to 3 (cf. [7, (3.6)]), and so 
f (pI (G)J - 1) degC2’(h) = 1 degC2’(fV) - (2, 2). 
1= 1.2 
j= 1.2 
Moreover, since Sym( V1)P’(GV2) = Sym( V,)“[fd,, ( I’,, H)] (cf. (2.10)) and 
deg(f& ( V, y H)) = I W ( VI 9 WI 
= (number of pseudo-reflections of orders 3 in H)/2 
= 8/2 = 4, 
we see deg,(h)zmin{4,6, 3) =3. Hence deg,(f,,)+deg,(f,,)-2 is 
divisible by 8-‘(p,(G)( - 1 in N and is greater than 2(8-‘lp,(G)I - 1). 
Using [7, (3.6)] and Table I, we must have H = p, (G), which proves the 
assertion. Finally suppose Shephard-Todd number of H is 5, 12, 13, 16,20, 
or 22 and, by Section 2, [28] and [7, (3.6)], the degree of the det-invariant 
fdet( V, , H), which is equal to the number of reflecting hyperplanes in I’, 
relative to H, is easily computed (see Table II). Then Sym( V1)P1(GV2’ is 
generated by a set (w,, w2, w3} of graded elements satisfying 
deg(w,) < deg(w,) < deg(w,) as a C-algebra. Of course any element of 
p1 (G)/p, (G,,), preserves the natural graduation of Sym( V1)P’(G”2) and 
therefore p , (G)/p, (G ,,,) is abelian, which completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We may suppose that Vg = Vf = 0 and show 
that p,(G)/p,(G,,) is abelian by induction on (GI. Because p2(GY,) is nor- 
mal in p,(G) and p,(G) is generated by the set {~~(a): rk(o- 1)=2} (cf. 
Theorem 2.3), we need only to show [p2(6), P~(~)]EP~(G~,) for any 
elements rr, z of G with rk(o- l)=rk(t - 1) =2. When p,(o) = 1, 
~~(0) = 1, p, (r) = 1 or p2 (z) = 1, this assertion is trivial and so we suppose 
TABLE II 
Shephard-Todd Degrees of (basic 
number of H invariants of) H 
5 6,12 8 
12 6.8 12 
13 8,12 18 
16 20,30 12 
20 12,30 20 
22 12,20 30 
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that rk(p,(a)- l)=rk(p,(a)- l)=rk(p,(t)- l)=rk(p,(t)- l)= 1. If 
dim Vz 2 3, we can choose a nonzero element x from V, such that 
and x is an invariant of (6, r ), because @ (6, r ) is semisimple and 
Then the stabilizer G, of G at x acts nontrivially on V, and Vz, and 
Sym( V)“‘ is also a hypersurface (cf. Corollary 2.6). Since G, # G, using the 
induction hypothesis, one sees [p,(a), p2(t)] EP~((G,)~,,) =pz((GV,),) c 
pz (GV,). Therefore we assume dim V2 5 2. Because 
we may similarly assume dim V, _I 2. In this case the assertion has already 
been proved in Lemma 3.5. Thus Proposition 3.1 has just been established. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
To prove our main result, we have to study invariants of finite 
irreducible groups generated by special elements in GL( V) which were 
partially classified in [4, 16, 18, 19, 321. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose that G is the symmetric group S, on three sym- 
bols acting naturally on a C-basis of a three dimensional vector space V, 
over @ (as a permutation group) for each i= 1,2 and consider the natural 
CG-module V= V, @ Vz (V, z V, as @G-modules). Then the Hilbert series 
of the graded subalgebra Sym( V)’ with respect to the canonical graduation 
is immediately computed as follows; 
1 
H(Sym(V)G7’)=~ 
1 3 2 
(1-~)6+(1--)2(1_~2)2+(1_~3)2 
Because %6 + A4 + 2A3 + A2 + 1 can not be expressed as a product of 
cyclotomic polynomial of 1% over Q (the field of rational numbers), by [27, 
Corollary 3.31 or [29, Sect. 91 we see that Sym( QG is not a complete 
intersection. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that G is a finite imprimitive irreducible sub- 
group qf SL( V) and n = dim Vz 5. Then Sym( V)G is a complete intersection 
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ifandonlytfG=(?nSL(V)f or some finite imprimitive irreducible reflection 
subgroup G of GL( V) in which all orders of pseudo-reflections are equal to 
two. Consequently zf Sym( V)’ is a complete intersection, then Sym( V)’ is a 
hypersurface. 
The proof of this proposition is divided into the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that G is a finite imprimitive irreducible subgroup of 
SL( V). Zf G is not monomial in GL( V) (i.e., the natural representation 
v: G + GL( V) is not monomial) and Sym( V)’ is a complete intersection, then 
V is 4dimensional. 
Proof: Since G is an imprimitive irreducible group generated by special 
elements in SL( V) (cf. (2.3)) and G is not monomial, n is an even number 
with n 2 4 and there is a (block diagonal) subgroup D of G such that the 
dimension of each irreducible CD-submodule of V is two. Let Vi 
(1 5 is n/2) be irreducible CD-submodules of V which satisfy 
V= @;/=‘r Vi. Then we find elements tj (25i542) in G such that 
ti( Vi- I)= vj, ti(vi)= vz-l,~ t;(V,,= v, (j#i-1, i), tilv,=l&/, 
(j#i- 1, i), tf= 1 and G= (D, tZ, t, ,..., tn,2) (cf. [18, Sect.41). Let 
{Xi, Yj} be a @-basis of Vi, 1 s i 2 n/2. We may suppose that each ti is 
represented as 
(i - 2)times 
on the C-basis {X,, Y,, Xz, Y2 ,..., Xn,2, Y,,,}. Let H be the stabilizer 
G {xl+ Yl+ .-.x,/2+ Y.p.X1+ “. +x,,a; of G (e.g., Sect. 2). Obviously we must 
have H= (tz, t, ,..., tn,2), because G = D >Q (t2, t, ,..., t,,,) (the semidirect 
product of the group D by (t2, t3,..., tn,2)). Assume n 2 6 and, moreover, 
let H’ be the stabilizer H(,,, .,,,, xn,2j of H. Then H’ z S3 and Sym( V)“’ = 
@[Xl, X2, X3, Y,, Y,, Y31H’ [X4 ,..., Xnlz, Y, ,..., Y+]. Since Sym( V)H is a 
graded algebra, @[XI , XZ, X,, Y, , YZ, Y,] “’ is a complete intersection (cf. 
Corollary 2.6), which conflicts with Example 4.1. 
When a subgroup G of GL(V) is expressed as a monomial (matrix) 
group with respect to a C-basis 57 = {XI ,..., Xn} of V, we denote by 9% (G) 
the subgroup of G consisting of all diagonal matrices in G on the C-basis % 
607/65/l-5 
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and by 9”(G) the subgroup of S, defined as a permutation group G/a%(G) 
on { CX, ,..., CX,, > under the natural action of G. In this case the stabilizer 
agrees with {r E G: r is represented as a permutation matrix on 
~~~‘,;c:s k ,...) is a cycle on (1, 2 ,..., n}, (i,j, k ,... )s stands for the per- 
mutation matrix on the C-basis !E associated with (i,j, k,...) (i.e., as a trans- 
formation (i,j, k ,... ).f satisfies (i,j,k ,... )s(X,)=XCi,i,k .,,., Cu,, 1 susn). 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of SL( V) which is 
represented as a transitive monomial group on a C-basis % = {X, , X2 ,..., X”} 
of V (i.e., G acts transitively on the complete system {@Xi, CX,,..., CX,} of 
imprimitivity of G). If Sym( V) G is a complete intersection, then .C?! (G) is 
isomorphic to one of the groups E,,, >a Sn,2 (n = 4), EC,-2,,2 >Q S,,, (n = 4), 
S, or A, where E,,, (m E N) is an elementary abelian group of order 2”. 
Proof Since Sym( V)G is a complete intersection, G is generated by 
special elements in SL( V). Thus, by [ 18, Theorem 2.11 P!(G) is 
isomorphic to one of the groups A,, S,, E,,,, >a Sn,2 (n is an even 
number 2 4), E,,-Zj,Z >Q s,,2 (n is an even number 24), D,, (n=5), 
A, (n=6), PSL,(7) (n= 7) or AG,(2) (n=8). Suppose P%(G)g E,, >Q 
S,,,z (n 2 6). There is a C-basis g = { Yi ,..., Yn} with {CX ,,..., CX,} = 
{C Y, ,..., CY,,} on which the monomial group G contains the permutation 
matrices (2i- 3, 2i - 1),(2i - 2,2i), (2 5 i 5 n/2). Then, putting 
H=G 1 YI + ‘. + Yn, Y,  + Y3 + Y5. Y,,  Y* ,..., Y” }, we must have H= ((1, 3),(2,4)+,, 
(3, 5).(4, 6).), because H is generated by special elements in SL( V) (cf. 
(2.3) and (2.6)) and it is naturally regarded as a subgroup of E, >a S,. 
Therefore it follows from (2.6) and (4.1) that Sym( V)” is not a complete 
intersection, which proves P!(G) ( r 9$(G)) 2 E,,, >a S,,, (n 2 6). 
Let us suppose that k?‘,-(G) is isomorphic to one of the groups Du, 
(n= 5), PSL,(7) (n=7) or EC,-Zj,Z x S,,, (nz6). As in [18, Tables III 
and IV], we can choose a C-basis d = (2, ,..., 2,) with {CX, ,..., @Xn} = 
{ cz, 1..., CZ,, j such that Py (G) 2 N and G = g9 (G) >a N for a subgroup N 
consisting of permutation matrices on the C-basis 2 of V. Clearly 
N=G- - z, + +zn, and so Sym( V)” is a complete intersection, 
examine this lemma in the following divided cases. 
We will 
(1) Case of “PX(G) ED,, (n = 5):” The Hilbert series of 
with respect to the natural graduation is computed as follows; 
H(sym(v)“,A)=INJ 1 1 - 1 - 4 5 (1-~)5+,-~5+(1_~2)2(1-~) 1 
W-4 V” 
=(A6-A5+2A3-jl+ l)(l-;1))2(1 -n5))‘(1 -AZ)-? 
Therefore it follows from [27, (3.3)] that Sym( V)” is not a complete inter- 
section, and qr(G) $ D,, (n = 5). 
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(2) Case of “9&(G) r E+2),2 x S,,, (n 2_ 6):” We may assume that 
N= <(1,2),(3,4),, (3,4),(5,6)s,..., (n - 3, n - 2),(n - 4 nLT)> x 
a 3),(2,4k (3,5),(4,6)r,..., (n-3, n- 1)&n-2, n)l). Let L be 
the stabilizer N {zI+z3+z5,z7.z8 ,..., Z”) of N. Then L = ((1, 3),(2, 4),, 
(3, 5),(4, 6)9), which implies Sym( V)” is not a complete intersection (cf. 
Example 4.1). This conflicts with Corollary 2.6. 
(3) Case of “9%(G)zPSL,(7) (n= 7):” We may assume 
N= ((1,2),(3, 4)9, (1,3),(5,6),, (1, 5),(2,7),). Since N acts trans- 
itively on {Z, ,..., 2, >, for 1 5 i, j 5 7, the stabilizer Nzi is conjugate to N,, 
in N. Obviously any element of order 3 in N is fixing an element of 
{Z i ,..., Z,}, and hence each 1 NziI is divisible by 3 in N. Moreover each 
graded algebra Sym( V) NZl is a complete intersection and NZ, is generated 
by special elements in SL( V). If N, acts transitively on (Z1,..., Z,}, NZ, is 
isomorphic to one of the groups A,, &, E,,, >a &, E4,2 >a S,,, or AS (cf. 
[18, (2.1)]). In this case, observing (IN,, 1, 5) = 1 (recall that 
IPSL2(7)( = 23. 3.7), we see N,,g E6,2 X Ss,z or E4,2 )Q S,,, which 
implies that Sym( V)““, is not a complete intersection. Therefore N,, acts 
intransitively on {Z, ,..., Z,}. Because NZ, contains L = (( 1, 2),(3,4),, 
(1,3),(5,6)q), {Z,, Z,, Z3,Z,> and {Z,, Z,} are, respectively, N,- 
stable subsets of (Z,,..., Z,}.Put V,=@~=,@ZiandletII/:N,,+GL(V,) 
be the representation of N,, afforded by the natural CN,-submodule Y,. 
Then $ is faithful (recall N,, 5 SL( I’)), and $(N,,) is generated by special 
elements and pseudo-reflections in GL( Vi). $(N,,) is isomorphic to S3, 
and hence N,, contains all 3-cycles on {Z, , Z,, Z,, Z,}. Similarly we see 
that N, contains all 3-cycles on {Z,, Z2, Zs, Z,}. Especially 
o=(l,3,2),~N~, and z = (2,5, 7)s EN,. Thus (1,3,5,7, 2)pp = tc 
belongs to N, which conflicts with (IPSL,(7)1, 5) = 1. 
Finally suppose 9!,(G)% AG,(2) (n= 8) or AS (n= 6). Then matrices 
(4 2),-(3,4)1-T (1, 3),-(5,6),.-y (1, 5),-(2,7),- (rev (L&o, 4)w-9 
(2, 3),(4, 5)w-) which are represented on some C-basis 9K = {WI,..., W,,} 
with {KY, ,..., CX,,} = {C W, ,..., @ Wn} are members of G, if 
9$-(G)gAG,(2) (resp. 9??(G)zAs) (cf. [18, TableIII]). Let L be the 
stabilizer G, w, + + ,+,“, +,“) of G. Since L is generated by special elements in 
SL( V) (cf. (2.3) and (2.6)) and consists of some permutation matrices on 
the C-basis W, by [18, Theorem 2.11, L is isomorphic to PGL,(7) or D,,. 
Hence it follows from the above examination that Sym( V)” is not a com- 
plete intersection, and this is a contradiction. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Suppose Sym( V)” is a complete intersection. 
Then G is represented as a monomial group on some C-basis 
x = {X, )..., X,,} and Y!(G) is isomorphic to S, or A, (cf. (4.3) and (4.4)). 
Assume that G agrees with the group of type 2 or 3 in Table II of [ 181 
defined on the C-basis .Y (in this case, n= 5 or 6). The stabilizer 
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H= G{x,+ ... +x,) contains (( 1,2),(3,4)$, (2, 3),(4, 5),) z D,,, and 
H$ A, since n 2 5 (cf. [ 18, Table II]). Therefore, by (2.6) and (4.4), we see 
n = 6, H = H, and Hz A,. 9$(G) is generated by diagonal matrices 
e, = 
c(j = 
(i - 1 )times 
,T---- 
Y 
(1 SiS5), 
on % where E is a primitive eth root of unity and y is a primitive 3’th root 
of unity for some e, CE N with 3’~ ‘J/e. Since HE A, (i.e., every double 
transposition and every 3-cycle on (X, , X,, X,, X,, X, $ belong to G) and 
it follows that 
( 
1 
Y 
Y 
i 
Y 
1 
1 
i 
(2, 3),<(5, 6), E G, 
1 
v 
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which is a contradiction. Consequently, by [18, Table I and II], we find a 
finite imprimitive irreducible reflection subgroup G of GL( V) such that 
G= en SL( V) and all orders of pseudo-reflections in e are equal to 
[G: G] = 2. The remainder of the assertion follows from Corollary 2.10. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a fkite group whose center Z(G) is trivial and let 
p: G + GL( V) be a faithful projective representation of G (i.e., the induced 
homomorphism G -+ PGL( V) is inj’ective). Then there is an element x in V 
such that x is not an eigenvector of p(a) for any ts E G with u # 1. 
Proof For @ E G, denote by V(o) the union of all eigenspaces of p(g). If 
CJ # 1, p(a) is not a scalar matrix, because p is faithful, and hence 
x= u V(a) 
LTEG 
U#l 
is a finite union of proper subspaces of V. Clearly X# V, and let us choose 
x from V- X. Then x is an element which is desired. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let G be a finite primitive irreducible subgroup of 
SL( V). If Sym( V) G is a hypersurface, then n 5 10 or G is conjugate to 
W(A,) n SL( V) (here W(A,) is the Weyl group of type A, and a natural 
representation of W(A,) in GL( V) inducedfrom a fixed embedding R” G V is 
given). Moreover if n 2 22 and Sym( V)” is a complete intersection, then 
Sym( V)G is a hypersurface. 
Proof Suppose that n( = dim V) 2 11 and Sym( V)G is a complete inter- 
section. Then G is a finite primitive irreducible subgroup generated by 
special elements in SL( V). By the theorem of Blichfeldt (e.g., [7, (5.1)]), G 
does not contain an m-special element (m 2 5), and moreover, by [ 161, G 
has no 4-special element (e.g., [16, Introduction]). Huffman and Wales 
determined almost all finite unimodular quasi-primitive linear groups con- 
taining an m-special element (m = 2 or 3) (cf. [ 16, 19, 321) and, using their 
result, we see that G can be described as one of the following groups; (i) 
G/Z(G)~AA.+, or Snfl, (ii) G/Z(G) = A x K where K is a linear group 
generated projectively by pseudo-reflections (of order two) and A g Ad, Sq, 
or A,. 
Suppose that G is one of the groups of (i). Obviously G contains a 3- 
special element (cf. Remark of [32, Sect. I]), and, by [16, Theorem 21, the 
normal subgroup N generated by all 3-special elements in G is isomorphic 
to A+I. If G # N, the subgroup N, of G generated by all special elements 
in G which are not contained in N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G. 
Since G/Z(G) %’ A,, + , or S, + 1 (n > lo), G is generated by Nu N1 and 
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NzA,+,, we have N, = Z(G) and G = N x N, . However G is irreducible in 
GL( V) and so Z(G) consists of scalar matrices, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore G is isomorphic to A, + , and, by the theorem of Frobenius [ll], 
we see that G is conjugate to W(A,) n SL( V) in GL( V). 
Suppose that G is described as one of the groups of (ii). Then, by the 
main theorem of [32], the projective representation p: G/Z(G) + GL( P’) 
associated with the natural linear representation of G in SL( V) can be 
regarded as a tensor product pa @ pK of faithful projective representations 
pA:A+GL(UA), p,:K+GL(U,) over @ with dimU,=2, dimU,=n/2 
such that K is projectively generated by pseudo-reflections via pK and con- 
jugates of some 2-special element r in G are in K mod Z(G) and are the 
pseudo-reflections of p,(K). Let L be a subgroup of G generated by the 
conjugate class of z in G, { Y,, Y,} a C-basis of U, which satisfies that Y, 
is not an eigenvector of p,(a) for any GE A with 0 # 1 (cf. (4.5)) and 
(A’, ,.-., Xni2} a C-b asis of U,. Obviously c/n/z1 @Y,@X,= Vi (i= 1, 2) are 
CL-submodules of V. Because G is primitive irreducible and p(L) is 
generated by special elements in GL( V), by Clifford’s theorem the natural 
homomorphisms Ic/, : L + GL( V,) (i = 1, 2) satisfy the following conditions; 
(a) each $,(L) is an irreducible reflection subgroup of GL( V,), 
(b) V, r V, as @L-modules. 
Using the reduction theorem of Zalesskii and Serezkin [33], we can choose 
subspaces Vi” (j= 1,2) of V, such that dim V(,l) = 1 or 2, V’,‘)@ VI*) = I/, 
and the stabilizer L~~II of L at Vi’) is irreducible on V\*). Let H be the 
stabilizer G~II of G at V\‘). Then it follows from the choice of Y, that 
H mod Z(G) is contained in K, and hence V, (i = 1,2) are CH-submodules 
of V satisfying V, g V2 as @H-modules. Since H is generated by special 
elements in GL( I’), H acts on Vi as a reflection group. Recalling H 2 L, for 
i = 1, 2, we get an irreducible CH-submodule Ui of Vi whose codimension 
in Vi is at most two such that the CH-isomorphism V, + V2 induces a CH- 
isomorphism U, --t U,. Clearly, by (3.1), Sym( V)” is not a hypersurface 
(note dim U, 2 2 and U, g U,), which implies Sym( V)” is not a hypersur- 
face (cf. (2.6)). Especially assume n >= 22. Because dim U, 2 9 and H is 
irreducible on Ui, the image of the natural representation of H in GL( Ui) is 
imprimitive or conjugate in GL( Ui) to the image of the canonical represen- 
tation of the Weyl group W(A.) of type A, in GL( U,) where u = dim Ui (cf. 
[7, 261). It suffices to show that Sym( U, @ U,)” is not a complete intersec- 
tion (cf. [28, (5.2)]). First, we will treat the former case and choose a C- 
basis {Z, ,..., Z,} of U, on which the image of the matrix representation of 
H in GL( U,) agrees with the matrix group G(p, q, u) for some integers p, q 
with qlp. Let H’ be the stabilizer Hjz, + + zu,zq,z5 ,,,,, z,i of H. Then H’ g S, 
and hence, by (4.1), Sym(U, @ U,)H’ is not a complete intersection. This 
requires that Sym(U, @ U,)H is not a complete intersection. Finally sup- 
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pose the latter case stated above occurs. The action of W(A,) on Ui is 
obtained as the reduction of the canonical faithful permutation represen- 
tation of S,, 1 on a (U + 1 )-dimensional vector space q over C (e.g., [S]). 
Thus we get the following exact sequence whose morphisms are graded; 
Because the ideal Sym( q@ @)sU+L( q@ U!j)sU+l is generated by a 
Sym( q 0 Ui)‘u+l- sequence, by (2.6) and (4.1), Sym( U, 0 U$’ is not a 
complete intersection. So the proof of (4.6) is completed. 
Summarizing Propositions 3.1, 4.2 and 4.6, we now establish 
THEOREM 4.7, Let G be a finite subgroup of SL( V) with V” = 0 and sup- 
pose that dim V > 10. Then Sym( V)’ is a hypersurface if and only if 
TABLE III 
(Block) 
[G:G]=r dim V,=n, Canonical representation of G, 
2 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
n,z9 
3 1 
2 
3 
4 
n;z5 
4 1 
2 
n,L3 
5 1 
2 
n,z3 
G(P, P. ~),G(P,PP,~), (~~I~z;OIT),~~-O,~~.I 
WP. P, 3)> G(P, P/Z 3), WA,), WHd, We), WJ,(5)) 
G(P, P> 4), WP, p/2,4), WA,), WF,h w(ff,), Wj’J,), EWN,) 
P2 
G(P, P. 51, G(P, P/L 519 WA,), W&J 
G(P> P, 61, G(P,P/& 6), W(b)> W(E6)* w(K6) 
G(P, P. 7h G(P, P/Z 7), WA,), WE,) 
G(P, P, 8h WP, P/T 81, WA,), W&J 
G(P, P> niX G(P, P/Z nib WA,) 
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G = G n SL( V) for a finite reflection subgroup 2; of GL( V) in which all 
orders of pseudo-reflections are equal to the index [G: G]. 
Theorem 1.3 follows immediately from this. 
Remark 4.8. For any finite reflection subgroup G of GL( V), let V, 
(1 5 i 5 mo) be irreducible Cc-submodules of V such that V E @.‘z, Vi as 
U%modules, let tii: C? + GL( Vi) be the representation of G in GL( Vi) 
associated with the Cc-submodule V, and let Gj be the subgroup 
(o~GL(V):cr(v,)= Vj(lZj5mo), al,,=l,; (i#j) and crl.~$,(@). Let 
G be a finite subgroup of SL( V). Then G = G n SL( V) for a finite reflection 
subgroup G of GL( V) in which all orders of pseudo-reflections are equal to 
the index [G: G] if and only if G = (G, x . . . x c,,) n SL( V) and each ci is 
conjugate in GL( Vi) to one of the groups stated in the block of Table III 
which does not depend on i (for the notation in Table III, see 171). 
Unfortunately our result does not give new examples of (normal) hyper- 
surfaces with isolated singularities. Precisely we can state 
Remark 4.9. Suppose that G is a finite subgroup of SL,(C) with 
(@“)‘= 0. Let ~0: C” + V/G be the canonical morphism. Then if C”/G is a 
complete intersection and ~(0) is the isolated singularity of C”/G, we have 
II = 2. Generally if ~(0) is the isolated singularity of Cn/G (note that the 
singular locus of @“/G contains q(O)), then, for any closed immersion 
v: C”/G + C”, the number of a generating system of the ideal of the ring 
f(Cm, @cm) of regular functions on @,’ which is defining v exceeds m - 3. 
This follows immediately from [20, Theorem B] and the next easy 
lemma: 
LEMMA 4.10. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL, (C) and let cp: @” + @“/G 
be the canonical morphism, Suppose that G is not generated by pseudo- 
reflections in GL( V). Then the singularity ~(0) of C”/G is isolated tf 
and only of, for each nonzero element I of C”, the stabilizer G, is a finite 
reflection subgroup of GL, (C). 
Proof: Let $: @” -+ @“/G, be the canonical morphism. Then the natural 
morphism @“/G., + C/G is Ctale at G(X). On the other hand, by the same 
method as in the proof of (2.5) we can easily show that C”/G., z @” if and 
only if C”/G, is nonsingular at $(x). Thus G, is a finite reflection group if 
and only if C/G is nonsingular at q(x), which implies the assertion. 
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Notes added in proof: 1. The author must add his related materials [34, 35, 36, 373 to 
our references. They were written and circulated, after this paper had been accepted for 
publication. In [35], we gave a classification of finite linear groups whose orbit spaces are 
complete intersections with a short version of the proof. The publication of detailed accounts 
divided into [34], written in 1982, for all reducible groups and for irreducible primitive 
groups of dimension > 10 and [36], for the remaining cases. (Recall that all irreducible 
imprimitive groups of dimension >4 have already been determined in this paper.) From the 
list, one can examine the invariants of the groups which are not treated in this paper and 
easily complete the list of linite linear groups whose orbit spaces are hypersurfaces. In those 
papers, some results of this paper are used and Goto and Watanabe’s theorem, whose proof 
was given in [37], play an important role. 
2. The author takes this opportunity to make some corrections to the paper [36] (the 
corresponding parts of 1371 should be corrected), which give a revised classification (here, we 
omit copying from [34,36]): (1) The condition on a and c in (2.4) should be replaced by the 
corresponding one in (3.1) of [34]; (2) Case A of (2.5) should be replaced by Case A of (5.1) 
in [34]; (3) On line 8, p. 169, “satisfies the following” should be replaced by “satisfies the con- 
dition that H( W*) is primitive on W,, L( W,) = H( IF*), [H( W,), H( W,)] is not conjugate 
to Dz in GL( W,) and H( II’,),,,, = D,, or satisfies the following,” which is caused by a com- 
putational error in the proof of (3.1); (4) (Prof. A. M. Cohen pointed out this error.) On 
p. 184, “G,” on line 4, and “is not generated by special elements,” on lines 5, 6, should be 
replaced, respectively, by “H” and by “the ring of invariants of the isotropy group of that 
element in G can be regarded as a non-C.I.” 
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